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Administration gives nod
to 10 of 13 black demands
By Scott Kcrcdon
Maaaglag Editor
The University administration has
agreed to meet 10 of the 13 demands
presented last Thursday by the Black
Athletes Coalition i BAC I.
The remaining three demands are
being sent to the Athletic Committee,
where negotiations will continue.
University administrators have not
said how much money the University
will need to meet the demands
The demands agreed upon by the
University to go into effect
immediately are:
-A BLACK ACADEMIC advisor to be
appointed by Provost Stanley Coffman
The advisor will serve the athletes and
coordinate his efforts with the athletic
department
-Immediate formation of an 11member grievance board that would
include two black athletes, two black
coaches and two black faculty
members
--Appointment of black faculty
members to the current 10-member
athletic committee whenever there are
less than four black members on the
committee selected by normal
processes Two black faculty members
will be added lo the makeup of next
year's committee
-Payment of educational fees The
University considers the payment of
such fees for required courses as part
of the instructional fees included in
athletic grants
Dick Young, athletic director, said he
was checking this with the MAC
commissioner's office lo insure that no
violations occur
-Office space and equipment for the
Black Athletes Coalition
-MORE BLACK employees, coaches
and trainers in the athletic departmenl
and the use of more black officials in
MAC contests.
-Immediate efforts to recruit black
athletes for all University sports
-Maximum
stipends for black
graduate assistants in the health and
physical education departmenl
-Initiation of a human relations
training program for the athletic staff
and employees
-Medical assistance for athletes
injured in off-season accidents
Young said medical
insurance
beyond that normally provided durine

the season was contrary lo NCAA and
MAC regulations
The three demands not yet resolved
are
-Guaranteed financial assistance for
athletes after their athletic eligibility
has expired.
-Information about how and by
whom athletic grants can be taken
away from a student-athlete.
-Emergency funds for athletes

"We favor two additional quarters
during which tuition and fees will be
provided for athletes after completion
of their eligibility." he said.
"Many students must work during
summer months, and it is quile possible
that because of lighter loads during
athletic seasons and scheduling
problems, a student would need more
than one quarter to complete his degree
requirements." he said

YOUNG SAID financial aid would be
available to an athletic for summer
terms
and
one
additional
undergraduate quarter following his
four years of scholastic eligibility.
I'e said he recognized that studentathletes, because of reduced class
loads and changes in their majors, are
unable lo graduate in four years, but he
said the athletic department makes
every effort to help student-athletes
graduate in four years
Jay Cunningham, advisor for the
coalition, said one quarter of financial
aid would be acceptable to the BAC

ADMINISTRATION spokesmen Hid
the athletic committee s poltcv stance
on student athlete regulations had to be
changed before the demand how and
by whom athletic grants can be taken
away from a student-athlete" could be
met
Julius I.ivas. presidenl of the
BAC. said the policy should be
amended to include the role of the 11member grievance board in making
decisions to withdraw grant-mauls for
suspended student-athleles
Cunningham said. "If the grievance
board is to be effective at all. its
recommendations must be made

HE ALSO said NCAA rules might be
violated if student-athletes are
pi oi uied funds other than loans
The six black members of the
grievance board will be Greg Brewton
and Myron Wilson, athletes; Ivory
Suesberry
and Carlos Jackson,
coaches; and William Pitts and John
Scolt. faculty
The other live members, four which
have not yet been named, are l)r
Samuel Cooper, chairman of the health,
and physical education department. an
additional coach, an additional athlete,
a faculty member from (he athletic
committee; and a representative from
the student services area

Nixon addresses nation

Arms pact ok sought
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presidenl
Nixon returned from his historic
summit journey to Moscow last night lo
urge a joint session of Congress to
approve the arms limitation agreement
he signed with Soviet leaders
Speaking in the crowded House
chamber and for a nationwide
television and radio audience, the
President said. "I have not come here
this evening
to make new
announcements in a dramatic selling
This summit has already made its
news
"IT HAS barely begun, however, to
make its mark on our world I ask you
to join me tonight- while events are
fresh, while the iron is hot-in starling
to consider how we can help to make
that mark what we want it to be."
the arsenals of the United States and
the USSR
The President outlined the various
agreements reached during his summit
meeting in the Russian capital but said

Trustees to meet today
Election of officers is first on the
agenda al the Board of Trustees
meeting today at 9:30 am in 1104.
Offenhauer West
Policies for governance of residence
halls and a proposal to establish a
program leading to an Applied Science
Degree in Computer Science
Technology at the Firelands campus
will also be discussed

available lo the athletic director before
he can make any recommendation to
the grant in aid committee "'
Young said the demand for
emergency funds was not within the
jui i-diction ol the athletic department,
but of the Financial Aids Off ice

A proposal will also be presented
asking thai no general fees be charged
for students enrolled in courses al
extension and residence credit centers
such as Fremont, Fostoria and Bryan.
James Hof. vice presidenl for public
service, said if the changes regarding
residence halls are approved, they will
be explained to students by mail during
the summer

the most important of the accord* "hi
the treaty and related executive and
defensive strategic nuclear weapons in
the arsenals of the United Stales and
the USSR"
Nixon said these agreements provide
a foundation for a new relationship
between two powerful nations with a
recent history of antagonism
"Now it is up to us, to all of us here in
this chamber and to all of us across
America-join wilh other nations in
building a new house upon thai
foundation-one that can be a home for
the hopes of mankind and a shelter
against the storms of conflict." the
President slated
"AS A preliminary, therefore." the
President went on. "to requesting you
concurrance in some of the agreements
we reached and your approval of funds
to carry out others, and also as a
keynote for the unity in which this
government and this nation must go
forward from here. I am rendering this
immediate report to the Congress on
the results of the Moscow summit less
than half an hour after arriving on a
10-hour flight from Warsaw ."
After landing at Andrews Air Force
Base, he flew by helicopter to the
Capitol
The President's 13-day trip, besides
Russia, included Austria. Iran and
Poland
The President sought to head off any
concern that the Strategic Arms
Limitation agreements-SALT-had
endangered American security as

charged by some critics, such as Sen
Henry M Jackson ID Wash i
"'No power on earlh is stronger than
the United States of America today
None will be stronger than the United
"-tales nf America in the near future."

Help people-tomorrow
Once upon a lime, in the early days of newsprint, people made an
amazing discovery They came to understand that the words on the
printed sheet were were not immortal, that when their worth had been
reached, the words could easily be spared
So the people began to pul their old newspapers lo other uses. When
they went lo the markets, they wrapped their fish and meats in them.
They used them to swat the dog and to keep out the rain when they got
holes in their shoes They started their fires in their hearths with Ihem
and they shredded them for Ihe cal box
Bui. sooner or later, the papers found their way into the trash.
One day Ihe people stopped and took stock of this situation They
reasoned thai all those newspapers, seven days a week, 365 days a year,
were ending up in some incinerator. And in that incinerator, thev were
being burned And with thai burning, they were releasing pollution that
fouled the air the people breathed
So the people decided to do something They reasoned that the solution
was not buying fewer newspapers It was not ceasing lo use those
papers for other purposes after they'd been read. The solution lay in
doing something constructive with the papers when they were no longer
of use
And thus drives like "Save the News" were born The people made
arrangements with companies who would use the papers for insulation.
Nol only would Ihe papers then be put to good use, but the money the
companies paid for Ihem would be given to an environmental studies
program lo benefit their projects.
So do your bil for Ihe people BG News staffers and friends will be on
hand tomorrow from noon to 4:30 p.m to lake your newspapers off your
hands and recycle Ihem
II lakes very little of your lime You just bring the papers to a spot
behind Moseley Hall and the workers there will do the rest
The moral of the story'' A newspaper saved, is a clean breath earned.
Naturally

Proposed bill may give
$1 million to University
By Denny Law
Staff Reporter
The Higher Kdueation Bill now
before the U.S.
House of
Representatives could bring this
University as much as $1,065,200 in
new assistance funds if it is adopted,
and if all programs authorized are fully
funded
through
a
separate
appropriations bill.
According to Richard Edwards,
executive assistant to President Uollis
A Moore Jr., Ihe University can only
get the full amount if those two big
"ifs" are fulfilled
IF THE appropriations bill is not
fully funded when it comes out of
Congress. Edwards said "any cutback
is bound to affect the amount of money
we'll get."

Under the apportionment formula
included in the bill, Edwards said
Bowling Gram would receive $197,220.
based on the number of students
receiving funds from the Education
Opportunity Grant! EOG). Work-Study
and National Defense Student Loan
(NDSLI programs.
Edwards also said the University
would receive approximately $350,000
in federal assistance based on the
number of Basic
Education
Opportunity Grant recipients attending
the institution.
He said $268,000 in federal assistance
would also be available for graduate
students.
Because there are approximately 800
veterans enrolled here. $250,000 would
be available for them, since the bill
provides for $300 per veteran

"THE IMPORTANT aspect of this
bill is that it not only picks up existing
programs lhat have been on the books
and helps them, but it picks up new
programs, such as the Basic Education
Opportunity Grant program." Edwards
said
Although he said he thought the
House would pass the conference bill,
he pointed out that, in the past,
appropriations bills for higher
education proposals have often come
out of Congress without full funding
behind them.
In the fiscal year 1972-73. Edwards
said the University would receive about
$519,000 through
various
federal
student
assistance
programs,
regardless of the higher education bill.
More than $900,000 was originally
requested

Assistants 'sensitive to student needs'
Editor's note: The following article and
"Problems reach beyond the classroom," page
three, are the flaal articles la a series oa
graduate students.
By Kalhy Fraxe
Newt Editor
Before the end of his first year in college, a
student is almost certain to be assigned to a
class taught by a graduate assistant or a
teaching fellow.
In fact, it's unusual for a freshman to
discover that the instructor to whom he
nervously introduced himself on his very first
day of classes is not the veteran professor he
expected, but a full-time student, almost-but
not quite-like himself.
IN SOME CASES, the student instructor is
just as new to the University as the freshman. In
others, he's as familiar with this institution and
the courses he is to teach as the chairman of his
department.
Graduate assistants and teachingfellowsplay a
major role in teaching lower level courses in
several departments, particularly in English,
speech, and the physical and social sciences.
Many faculty
members and even
undergraduates will admit that if it weren't for
the reserve of graduate students to serve as

instructors, some departments would never be
able to handle the large number of students
required lo take 100 and 200-level survey
courses
Often a graduate assistant or teaching fellow
is solely responsible for the material to be
covered in a course In other cases, a full-time
faculty member handles lectures while graduate
students are in charge of small discussion
groups
IT SEEMS almost inevitable that
undergraduates would be disturbed because
their Instructors are often "just students." But.
according to a number of graduate assistants,
that's nol the case.
One assistant in the English department said
she doesn't think the students in her freshman
level courses really know what a graduate
assistant is. If they don't understand that their
instructor is also a student, they can't really
complain, she said.
"Some of us occasionally do bungle up in our
teaching, which may be what sparks some
complaints." she said "However. I think most
students find a graduate assistant more
approachable than regular faculty members."
Dr. Charles Leone, vice provost of research
and graduate studies, agreed.
Although he occasionally hears about
complaints from undergraduates, he said most

reactions indicate students are "highly pleased
with graduate student instructors."
"THE GENERAL opinion is a trained and
qualified graduate is frequently Ihe best and
most enthusiastic instructor." he said.
Because graduate assistants were usually
undergraduates themselves only a few weeks or
a few months before taking on their leaching
duties, they are often more sensitive to student
needs, sometimes "more so than someone who
has been in the business for 30 years." he
explained
Dr. Leone said there is a general
misconception among undergraduates lhal if a
student enrolls in a smaller college such as
Findlay or Heidelberg, he will not have to "put
up with a student as his instructor."
These students aren't aware that many of the
instructors at small private schools are really
graduate
student
interns from
larger
institutions, he said.
William Brower, a graduate assistant in
biology, said he doesn't think students in lower
level courses mind having a graduate student as
their instructor.
"It didn't bother me when I was an
undergraduate." he said.
HOWEVER, he said juniors and seniors,
especially those who are majoring in education,

may become irritated because "they've been
around long enough and have taken enough
"education courses to know when a graduate
student is inexperienced."
Carol Kersey, a graduate assistant in English.
believes undergraduates are disturbed if their
instructors are graduate students.
"Students in your classes know you're a
graduate student, and some of them resent it."
she said. "Some figure they don't have to pay
attention or abide by the same rules that would
be enforced if their instructor was a full-time
faculty member
"If you accept that premise and let em loose,
then they become disturbed again because they
think they're being cheated." she said.
MICHAEL Met ART Y. a graduate assistant in
business, disagreed. "I get the impression that
some undergraduates may be questioning my
qualifications, but there have been no serious
complaints," he said
Complaints also appear to be few and far
between in the speech department, where
graduate students are largely responsible for the
102 survey course. Principles of Speech.
According to the annual course evaluation
report covering Speech 102 classes during the
1971-72 academic year, students perceived their
instructors as sensitive to their needs and
problems.

The report synthesized data collected from 219
sections of Speech 102. serving more than 2.000
students during fall quarter 1971 and winter
quarter 1972
"IN A DEPARTMENT where students have
consistently judged teaching activity as above
average. Speech 102 and its teachers (mostly
graduate students) were given comparable
stature." the report said.
Although 80 per cent of the Speech 102
instructors had not taught before fall quarter
1971, students considered their qualifications as
"appropriate to their academic level."
The report said undergraduates also perceived
"the quality of the classroom environment as
conducive to learning" and "the teachers as
generally identifying with course content and
objectives."
About 76 per cent of the letter grades
undergraduates assigned to their instructors
were As or B's. Only .06 per cent were D's or

Pa.
Although the Speech 102 report can't ha
interpreted to mean every graduate assistant
and the teaching fellow in every department is
an outstanding teacher, it indicates that in at
least one survey course, most undergraduates
.are fairly satisfied with the caliber of their
graduate student instructors.
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save the news
Tomorrow from noon until 4:30 p.m. The BG News Save the
News truck will be parked behind Moseley Hall.
And once again The News staff invites everyone to bring his old
newspapers to the truck so they can be taken to Wauseon where
they will be recycled into housing insulation.
Only newspapers will be accepted because newsprint is the only
paper that meets the company's specifications for insulation.
It is everyone's ecological responsibility to help save the
environment in any possible way.
The Save the News drive provides you with a convenient and
simple method. Vou don't have to join an ecological action group
to Save the News.
And it doesn't take an unusual amount of time to walk, pedal or
drive to Moseley Hall with your bundle.
It also offers the added attraction of a year-end dormitory-apartment clearance of paper clutter.
Help save the environment by Saving the News tomorrow.

evaluations
The results of the Student Mousing Association (SKA)
apartment complex section of the landlord-apartment evaluation
survey indicates that the majority of landlords have been
responsive to student complaints about housing.
According to the survey, which was distributed in April, the
majority of the ratings for the complexes were above 3.0 on a
scale of one to five.
Only 18 of the 60 apartment complexes surveyed were rated
below 3.0.
Mike Berthoff, SKA evaluations chairman, said the most
common complaints listed were high rent and poorly furnished
apartments.
The SKA landlord surveys can be instrumental in improving
off-campus housing condition.
Students contemplating an off-campus move will be able to
check the files in the SKA office to see what complexes are highly
rated and to check out the complaints of former tenants.
The housing situation in Bowling Green is presently such that
students can be more selective about where they live
Landlords will have to improve conditions or face the
possibility of not filling their units each year.
We hope the landlords of the 18 complexes that failed to rate
above 3.0 will see this situation as a threat to their success and
work to improve the conditions in their apartments.

sbo notes

end of quarter
By Deaals E. Petlne
Coordinator of Communications

Editor'! Note: "SBO Note!" ii I
weekly column designed to inform the
University community of programs aad
activities sponsored by the Student Body
Organisation
: Although only one week remains in the
school year the Student Body
Organization (SBO I has been involved in
planning activities and other endeavors
to aid the student body
Peter Yarrow (formerly o( Peter.
Paul and Mary) will be in concert this
Saturday night. June 3 The concert
begins at 8 p.m. and will be held in
Memorial Pall
. Tickets are priced at si and are
available at the Union Ticket Office and
306 Student Services A limited amount
of tickets will be available at the door

ON TUESDAY May 30. Bill Arnold.
Coordinator of Academic Affairs,
proposed to the Faculty Senate the
option of extending the present si
grading registration from seven days to
21 days The motion was passed by a
majority and will take effect beginning
fall quarter of next year.
President Jeff Sherman, said that the
offices of the SBO will be open over the
summer and any students interested in
working for the organization should
contact 405 Student Services before the
endol finals week.
With final exams coming up. the
officers of the SBO would like to express
their appreciation to all students who
have helped make this quarter a
successful one.
We wish all students well on finals and
hope you all have a happy and safe
summer.
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campus colloquy

able to relate to
By Robert A. Bryan
Editor'! Note:
Aa Episcopal
Clergyman who gradaated from the Yale
Divinity School la 1»57, Bryan is the
Executive Director of the Quebec
Labraoor Mission Foundation Me ii also
the author of "Bert and I, a folk recordlag of Maine humor.
I have often wondered about that
special quality that some individuals
possess, allowing them to extend themselves to all kinds of people of diverse
backgrounds, not in a patronizing way,
but in a genuine understanding and affection
As I think back and recall those people
who impressed me the most with this
special quality of being able to relate to
all of humanity, I must put my own
father at the top of the list.

My father was a stockbroker and he
raised his family in an upper class neighborhood. A good part of my early life was
confined to a rather narrow spectrum of
society, without the diversity that most
young people of today enjoy.
Every school and social event, every
trip to the beach or skating pond served
to further'confine my understanding of
the sum total of human life.
My environment was social and
cultural sameness, instead of diversity.
However, despite this situation, my
father, through word and example, kept
reminding me that external differences
were unimportant and that quality in
people, things and ideas comes from
every conceivable source, some even
unexpected
LATER IN MY life, when I was Chap-

humanity

lain at a school, I invited the woman who
cleaned the chapel to speak to my religion class. She leaned on her won mop
and talked simply to "If you do it unto
the least of these my brethren, you do it
unto me."
When she finished her most eloquent
presentation, the boys stood and cheered
until she walked from the room.
These are just a few fragments from
my past but together they have pushed
me into serving and encouraging others
to serve the forgotten peoples of America's and Canada's northeast
These are hardy fishing and rural
people, white, Indian and Eskimo, who
still live a life of traditional self reliance,
courage, honesty and integrity
FROM THESE remarkable people the
volunteers and myself learn that the

MY FATHER understands the nature
of human dignity to such a degree that he
can reach out to individuals working in
the humblest of occupations and make
them feel alive and worthwhile.
I have experienced him doing this on
countless occasions His example has
had a tremendous influence on my life,
particularly in what I am now trying to
do with the isolated peoples of the northeast section of North America and with
our university and high school people.

quality of a man's spirit is more important than his social contacts. We do what
we can to help the people, through summer day camp programs, scholarships,
libraries, etc.
Tbey, in turn, help us bring back to our
suburbs and cities the confidence that we
can do something to lessen the increasing
loneliness and alienation, created by our
fast-moving industrial society, by
extending hands of friendship and
encouragement, on a person to person
basis, to all people.
The good that has been done to other
people through the efforts of hundreds
had genesis in individuals, such as my
father, whose humanistic and spiritual
influences affect so many, without their
ever Knowing the source, or the source
ever knowing the extent of its influence
on other people.

I can still remember an incident when
my father took me, at the age of 15, to
my first day at prep school. Any alumnus
would feel it the proudest day of his life
to parade through the front gate with his
son.
But my father was different. Instead,
he stopped at an old building and introduced me to an elderly janitor who
engaged me in conversation for a number of minutes which will be part of my
consciousness forever.
AFTER WE left the company of that
elderly gentleman, my father turned to
me and said, "You will not meet a finer
man during your four years at this
school.1' Mv father was right.

wm

'CONSERVATIVES!'

LETTERS

special treatment for few
I read with interest today's news
article concerning the BAC (Black
Athletes Coalition). Since beginning my
education fourteen years ago. 1 have
constantly been reminded of the
superiority of athletes and the need to
give them extra-special treatment
Since coming to BG I have constantly
been reminded of the need to give
minority students extra-special
treatment.

SO I GUESS it only follows that
minority athletes should receive extraextra-special treatment; hence the BAC
demands
But what of the non-athlete WASP who
doesn't look upon BGSU as the minor
leagues and who cannot get a degree by
twisting arms?
Nobody recruits us and when we visit
campus we are not met by coaches who
give us the tour 11 was given a campus

map by a secretary in the information
booth!
There are no guarantees of anything
financially or academically, except the
time we spend working and studying.
WE HAVE NO effective grievance
system, no office space, and if we flunk
out the athletic department and/or BSU
will not keep us in school.
The only thing which seems in our

power accompanies diploma
I had to inform students that when a
person graduates he or she is mystically
admitted to the ranks of the only true
power group in the University-the
alumni
Just as a person is handed the diploma,
the heavens open up, sunlight streams
down and a thousand angels burst into
song
All of a sudden, you feel new strength
flowing through your veins Yes. folks,
you are now a super alum. Little did you
realize you would be invested with so
much power
SUPER ALUM doesn't have to worry
about making mistakes. Like the Pope.

alums are infallible.
As everyone knows, the alum is
immediately granted financial success
This is the work of God
Super alum will, of course, give one
half of his earnings to the University He
is good, clean, honest and loves giving
away his money
Super alums have to give and give. It's
in the rules.
The real power of the alum lies in his
hands (take that any way you want toi
Ccllcsii.il powers grant the alum the
power to scorn the activities of the lowly
undergraduate.
THIS THUNDERING scorn arrives on

benito farewell
By Lisa Boulaager
Dear Cindy, my niece.
Your Aunt Maria and I wanted to write
to you and tell you how much we liked
your letters from college. Maria, she
said you would think I was too busy making noodles to tell you how proud we are
So I told Maria to find me pencil and
paper and I would write.
We are proud, little Niece We do not
always understand what goes on there at
that college place. We do not always
know why you young people act like you
do.
WE DO NOT understand about protests md angry young people. We do not
understand about people not wanting to
stand when the flag is there. We do not
understand about the hate and the fear
you people talk about.
Your aunt and I came to America to

start a new life It has not always been
easy But we think it has been better.
And we know it will still be better.
We know that the things you young people want to change are things that need
changing. You will use all your energies
to do it and we will pray for you. It will
not be easy for you. either.
You have worked hard to get your
degree. You can write. You can use your
talent and education to help people know
what they have to do to make the most of
their lives. We wish you luck.
Meanwhile, your aunt and me, we are
all fine. Our business here is good. We
are planning a party for you for your
graduation.
All the family will be here to tell you.
Niece, that we are happy for you. You,
you and your friends, you and young
people, you will make good, this we
know.
Your Uncle Benito

campus in the form of letters to the
editor, letters to the president, letters to
anyone who will listen.
What is amazing is the fact that an
alum letter glows with insight and purpose The alum must remember his
sacred motto. Anything I did in college
was fine, but now that I'm not there, anything those hippies do has got to be
stopped."
A funny thing happens to you when you
carry all this power You lose your sense
of time. Most super alums forget that it
is 1972 and think it is 1947.
So friends, remember, when you are
handed that diploma, great power awaits
you. Carry it well.
Super alums forever Rah. rah. rah.
Stephen Hoffman
1009 North Main
PS I really do love sorority girls.

favor is the efficient delivery of bills
from the "Power Tower", so we can pav
for the privileged few (by the way. AD
Young is certainly generous Besides
financing the athletic department, we
can now pay more money to see fewer
games-he should shove his new ticket
policy.).
There does seem to be one way to be
heard on this campus If you can grow
hair and band together, all the time
lacing your simple-minded rhetoric with
overusedobscenities.one can be instantly
recognized as a political activist and
intellectual
If one student were to stand on the
steps of Williams Hall with a sound
system and call President Moore a
dumb, racist, facist, lackey son-of-abitch he. she would not meet Dr Moore
in his office, rather Judge Dunipace in
his courtroom.
THIS IS permissible however, if you
are in the majority all 30 of themi
movement
The way for the administration to
handle this problem is to treat every
human being as a special person
Instead of lobbying for higher
enrollment, try to do something for all of
the students you now have A lot of us are
tired of paying high prices for a
privileged few to ride the "college
elevator" to the heights, while all we get
is the "higher education shaft "
Tom Ealey
Box 61 Haley
McClure

instructor of Japanese
Academic Council has $30,000 dollars definitely one of the most important lanwhich the University can no longer use guages in the world today) why does it
for sabbatical leaves, and they want to refuse to take a realistic view of the gloknow what to do with it
bal situation?
For most of this year, as well as many
It is an amazing feat to be able to
previous years, the Concerned Students ignore the third largest industrial power
for Asian Studies and professors inter- in the world as well as the hundred
ested in promoting a viable Asian Studies million people who live there.
program on campus have appealed to the
Perhaps the Academic Council is
University to provide $8,000 to hire a
afraid that Japan will sink into the ocean
Japanese language instructor.
from an earthquake, leaving us stuck
WITHOUT A LANGUAGE, the Asian with teaching an irrelevant language.
Studies program is a ham sandwich With
TonyFusco
no ham. If the University can see clear to
arrange courses in Portuguese (which is
438 North Prospect
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Problems reach beyond the classroom
By Kathy Fraie
Newi Editor

"sit down and hit the books"
again
"I'm just passing through
school." one masters
candidate said
"Graduale school is a
farce." another student said
H's a farce in the manner it
approaches the course of
study. It treats you as though
you're
still
an
undergraduate
"The departments don't
upgrade
their
course
material to the graduate
level." he said Most of the
assignments are just busy
work "

To many undergraduates,
a "graduate student" is
synonymous
with a
"graduate assistant" or a
"teaching fellow" employed
by the University to leach
lower level courses.
I'owever. more than half
of the 1.452 graduate
students here are putting
themselves through school
rather than relying on
assistantships or fellowships
from the I'niversity
Although many of these
students have to juggle
schoolwork with employment in non-teaching
areas of Ihe University or
jobs outside the University
community, they aren't
usually trapped by the partlime student, part-time
employee conflict
Bui whal problems do Ihey
lace

ACCORDING to Dr
Charles Leone, vice provost
of research and graduate
studies, if a graduate student
is truly dissatisfied with his
assigned course of study, he
has the right to take his
complaints
to
his
department chairman
If the student doesn t
receive satisfaction on the
department level, he can
take his
complaints
personally to Or Leone
But the head of the
graduale
school
warned
students and instructors
about the dangers of
irresponsibly
tampering
with established programs.
The graduate school now
has M accredited masters
programs, six accredited
doctoral programs, and two
doctoral programs pending
accreditation
A program retains its
accreditation by adhering to
the requirements approved
.it the time of accreditation
If it drops or substitutes
sonic ot those requirements
without going through Ihe
proper channels it risks

LIKE
MANY
other
graduate Students, Michael
Bracken, a graduale in
education, does not really
consider himself a part of
Ihe sludenl body
I'e said pan of thai feeling
may be (he result (if the four
w.ii - he worked as a teacher
before reluming to the
Universit) to study (or his
masters degree
Bui it was easier to ionic
hack to graduate school to
Study than it was when I was
an undergraduate." Bracken
said "I've settled down
Miincwh.it since I was an
undergraduate "
Other students said the
exact opposite They thought
oldei students didn't want to

losing
its
accreditation,
which means "your degree
isn't worth the paper it's
printed on. Dr Leonesaid
COURSE WORK isn't the
only aspect of graduate
studies bothering some of
the masters and doctoral
candidates
William Gourd, president
of the Graduate Student
Senate 1GSS1 contended that
one of the major problems
facing all graduate students
is the
"authoritarian
structure of tne University "
l!e cited operations at the
Library as an example

affairs also troubles Gourd
The graduate student's
primary link with the
University administration is
the Graduate Student Senate
and the people it appoints to
represent graduate students
on
administrative
committees
Since GSS is the graduate
student's main legislative
body, it would seem that
interest and participation in
the organization would run
high
But. according to
Gourd that just isn't the
case
For
many
students,
participation in GSS begins

"If the graduate program loses its
the paper it's printed on'."
-Dr. Charles Leone
and ends with electing one
representative for each
graduate degree offered in
then departments
Some
don't even bother to do that
much
The senate was tiarcU
functioning when i came
here in 1989, Gourd said
During the 1970-71 academic
year, student participation
seemed to im rease. but
Gourd said ii has dropped
again this vcai
The character ol GSS
changes
with
each

administration,

Gout d

s.i id
I Mew il as an
Investigative
body, one
looking out for the interests
of graduate students and
willing todig up issues
Sonic ol the things we
were in to this year incurred
the wrath ol some graduates

Symbolic clock
CHICAGO lAPl ■ The doomsdayclock on the cover of the Bulletin ol
Atomic Scientists has been set back
by two minutes in recognition of the
new strategic arms limitation treaty
(SALT i with the Sonet Union

The clock is purely symbolic the 24
hours represent
the historj ol
mankind, the minute hand the nuclear
age running hack to World War II
Since April !%!». after Ihe nuclear
DonproliferatlOII treaty, the clock had
Stood at 10 minutes lo midnight

Convention
MIAMI BEACr.', Fla
IAPI
Anticipating possible rioting and
hundreds of arrests during the
Democratic and Kepublican
conventions Oade County judges and
lawyers are gearing themselves to
provide around-the-clock courts and
speedy justice for those arrested.
I'undreds of
thousands of
nondelegates are expected for the
Democratic .National Convention Julv

GSS had a hand in the
drive lo change the health
center's
no pill policy,
interviewing candidates for
Vice provost of student
affairs, and obtaining a 10
per cent discount at the
University Bookstore for
graduate assistants and
The senate also worked to
set up a grievance and
review board which can be
convened at any time a
graduate student has a
complain!
Gourd said a
panel ol sludenis and faculty
members will hear the
complaint and render a
decision
tiourd said this year liSS
made an effort to work more
closely
with
the
undergraduate student body,
but it did not meet with
much success
Some barriers .ire
down." he said Hut 1 get

the feeling undergraduates
view graduates in the same
way they view the faculty

a number of important
issues here affecting both of
us." he said "An alliance
would be profitable "
I'e said he thought
graduate students could set
an
example
for
undergraduates when it
comes to working with
administrators
"A lot of undergraduates
have been in subordinate
positions so much of their
lives that they don't have
much in their heads when
they
get
to
these
committees," he said "The
administrators don't make
much of an effort to change
these attitudes They just
reinforce them "

sensitive about the actions of
other committee members.
A large amount of what
anyone says at a council
meeting is ignored." he said
. Dr. Leone said graduate
students have a significant
influence on the Graduate
Advisory Council "To say
- students have no input is not
to live With reality." he said
I'owever. he admitted that
some committees "perhaps
aren't appropriate for
student membership "

I'owever,
if graduate
students do try to set an
example, he said they have
to "step lightly because
undergraduates could get
offended They tend to think
everyone is trying to run
their lives "
Gourd said graduate
sludenis on administrative
committees also run into
some frustrating harriers
1 get the feeling I'm
being palted on the head for

view graduates in

saying things In committee

contribution, members must

meetings." he said "There
is not any effort on the part
of the administrators to
seriously involve sludenis in
important decision-making

be
knowledgeable
in
cxt remely
special ised
areas he said
On a council like this,
students wouldn't do any
harm, hut I don I know if
they'd make any useful
contributions,'" hi' said
This is Ihe type of council
on which students would
probably meet With a sense

sessions "

They're suspicious ot us

ML LEONE, on the other
"ITS DIFFICULT to
convince them that there are

hand
believes student
representatives are often too

To the best pledgemasters
of
Omega Phi Alpha

Kathy Mileti
Terri Downs

newsnoTes
10 and the Kepublican
beginning Aug 21

HOWEVER, he believes
any aspect of the University
that is even remotely
connected to the graduate
student body is a legitimate
subject for investigation and
comment.

teaching fellows,

accreditation, your degree isn't worth

As president of GSS. he
has pressured library
personnel to expand the
number of hours that the
building is open to the public
particularly during vacation
periods
The lacl that graduale
students must research so
much malarial to complete
their theses or dissertations
was only one reason for his
complaints
"It's also significant that
if an institution runs a
library as if it were a shoe
store in terms of hours. It's
saying to the students as a
whole.
I'ere it is. the
weekend, kiddies, let s shut
down and tear up the town'.
Gourd said "It's an antiintellectual attitude "
LACK OF
student
participation in CnivcisiH

who think we're concerning
ourselves with things we
shouldn't touch,"he said

— the pledges
gathering

Blackdemands
WASHINGTON
(AIM
The
Congressional
Black Caucus
yesterday presented the Democratic
party with a "black bill of rights'" and
said unless it is accepted black voters
will desert the Democrats this fall
The
non-negotiable demands'
drawn up by Ihe 13-member caucus
include
full
employment,
a
guaranteed annual income, national
health insurance, an immediate end
to the Vietnam war. and appointment
of Negroes to top government jobs
and federaljudgeships

Kent decision
CLEVELAND (API - US District
Court Judge William K Thomas says
he will hand down a decision at 9 am
today on a suit over alleged illegal
searches of Kent State University
dormitories in 1970

"I get the feeling
undergraduates

the same way they
view the faculty.''
-William Gourd
I'e cited the University s
Research Advisory Council,
which is generally involved
With issues ol a highly
technical nature In order to
make
a
sig n i f ic a n I

%

GOOD LUCK
AND
GOOD-BYE
SISTERS OF ALPHA PHI

The judge heard closing arguments
Thursday in the American Civil
Liberties Union suit which seeks an

Injunction preventing future searches
of dormitories
warrants

without

search

Repeat attack^

Advanced Zymurgy

TEL AVIV IAI'I Scores ol troops
and ambulances converged on Israel's
international airport last night on
Suspicion that terrorists planned
another sabotage attack to follow Ihe
Tue-day massacre that left 18 dead
and about 70 wounded

Wiretap law
PHILADELPHIA IAP) The 1968
federal law allowing wiretapping was
ruled unconstitutional yesterday by a
U.S. District Court judge
Judge Joseph S Lord III said Ihe
law was "unconstitutional on its
face" because it violated the Fourth
Amendment to the U.S Constitution,
which guarantees citizens privacy
against
illegal
searches and
intrusions

For Your Books
At The

Bee Gee Book Store
Across From Harshman

h

Top Prices
For "Drops"

(Think about it)
• Evon if it isn't the last "word" In the dictionary we think you'll find the phf«se dots desenhe the lest word in bMr.
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According to Jerry Latta.
a graduate in education, all
students, whether they are
undergraduates.
graduate
assistants or graduate
students putting themselves
through school, are afraid to
some extent
As one graduate student
said, students don't want to
make waves until their
degrees are safely in their
hands

SENIORS,

Dollars & Cents
I 5^Pt,

of frustration, he said.
FROM AN administrative
viewpoint, graduate students
as a whole don't seem to be
faced with any major
problems. Some students are
hassled with a desperate
effort to catch up with their
work at the end of each
quarter, and others are
irritated by many of the
requirements they must
fulfill
But these are individual
problems which everyone
supposedly faces at one time
or another, not serious
situations that indicate the
graduate student body is in
big trouble
However, from the student
viewpoint,
there are
problems-lots of them The
work load is too demanding,
the courses too uninspiring,
and the instructors generally
lacking in expertise.
At least that's what
students say in their private
conversations in the Union,
at a bar or at home If the
complaints are genuine, why
don't they take them lo their
department chairmen?

*
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Therapists 'try to make talking fun'
By BarbBrocker
Future- Writer
While she was wailing for her fiveyear old client to arrive. Kris
Chaffee searched the materials
room for puzzles and pieturc cards
to make it easier for Timmy (not his
real name) to begin to produce
speech sounds
Chaffee. a student who has just
completed her masters studies in
speech and hearing therapy, works
at the speech and hearing clinic in
South l.'all. Timmy is her only client
this quarter, but she also supervises
the clinic's program with I'eadslart
children
CHAFFEE SAID Timmy is a
delayed speech and language case
In other words, he doesn't use
lapguage the way he should at his
.ip' level
He said he has no hearing
problem, but he may be somewhat
retarded She added that Timmy has
some behavior problems
IV is a small child with light
brown hair and sparkling eyes
Yesterday he had on gold corduroy
Bants and a striped cotton tec-shirt
When Chaffee walked into the
trailing room to take Timmy

downstairs to a therapy room, he
was at first shy. but soon he had her
by the hand and was dragging her
toward the stairs.
"We're going down the stairs.''
said Chaffee "One. two..." Timmy
imitated her steps and counted with
her, "One. two..."
Once in the therapy room. Timmy
went to work rearranging the
room's child-size furniture, while
Chaffee carefully named everything
he touched and did Chaffee said
that developing the child's receptive
language requires a great deal of
input and labeling the environment
SHE SAID to develop expressive
language, she tries for gross
Imitation, then speech sounds,
followed by actual words and
eventually complete sentences
Chaffee chose a blue crayon and
drew while making speech sounds.
Then she handed the crayon to
Timmy and told him to do the same
thing lie irnii,iicd her drawing and
sounds
"It's a sneaky way of getting him
to make speech sounds." said
Chaffee "We try to make a game
out of it"
As the session progressed, Timmy
smiled and laughed as Chaffee

brought out picture cards and
puzzles First she showed him a boot
puzzle part, and then she brought out
cards with pictures representing
objects which begin with the letter
"B."
Chaffee said the words, and
Timmy repeated the sounds as
nearly as he could
When he
produced, or nearly produced, the
sounds, Chaffee immediately
reinforced him with, "Good. That's
right Timmy. You did a very nice
job of saying that "
THEN HE would smile and clap
his hands
But sometimes he didn't quite
produce the sound she wanted Then
Chaffee would repeat the sound
Once she pressed Timmy's hand to
her throat to feel the vibrations.
As they sat on the floor, Timmy
became frustrated and started
crying when he couldn't put his train
puzzle together l.'e kept repeating
that "the choo-choo. was broken"
until Chaffee offered to help.
When all the pieces were together,
Timmy clapped his hands, patted
Chaffee s leg, and played with the
gold chain the therapist was
wearing around her neck.
When the hour was up. Chaffee

and Timmy went back to the third
floor where Timmy's father was
waiting for him. Chaffee said
goodbye and started to leave.
"Go with you?" Timmy asked
hopefully, holding out his hand.
Chaffee smiled and waved goodbye.
Chaffee said Timmy has made
excellent progress since he first
started coming to the clinic at the
beginning of this quarter.
"ANYTHING and everything
goes," she said "We try to make
talking fun It should be a good
thing
"We take a multi-sensory
approach," said Chaffee "We hit
them through as many senses as we
can."
Dr.
William l.'inkle. clinic
coordinator, said the clients of the
clinic range in age from two to 88.
"It's a very interesting and varied
caseload," he said.
According to Dr l.'inkle. the clinicoffers a full range of diagnostic
testing, as well as speech and
hearing therapy l.'e estimated that
70 clients use the clinic each
quarter.
"We like to serve the college
community as much as we can," he
said.
Betsy, a student in the preschool language impaired program, has partial hearing
loss. She participates in group therapy once a week and works with the therapist for
one hour.

Newsphotos by Marcia J. Lanzer

Cherly Otermat, graduate student, works with youngsters at the Findlay Headstart prog-am.
Here, homemade birthday cards (or someone special are part of the day's agenda before setting
out for a cake-and-ke-cream party.

Rkky gets some help with a dangling shoelace from Kris Chaffee, supervisor of the clink's
program with Headstart children. Parents and children are gathered in the clink waiting
room, preparing to leave following the speech and hearing sessions.

r»w.«, Susan r> looming auditory discrimination, a
process in whkh she identifies certain letter sounds from
a s.ory read to her by one of the dink's assistants. She is

taught articulation
sessions each week.

therapy

during

two

one hour

Dkme Attisano, graduate student, turns a tutoring lesson bite a fun session. Students with hearing
disorders are taught to feel the vibrations from the tutor's threat. They can then use the sensory
stimulation in forming their own words.
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SBO reviews quarter, looks to 72-73
By Katky Fraic
Newi Editor
The Student Body
Organization
(SBO)
yesterday came out in
support of liberalizing birth
control policies at the

This is it!
The
News
is
suspending publication
(or the remainder of
spring quarter with this
issue The paper will be
published once a week
during summer quarter
and will resume normal
four-day-a-week publication next fall

biggest SBO projects next
year will involve a new
academic calendar and the
proposed University
Charter
Sherman predicted that
the University will adopt a
calendar for the 1973-74
academic year that will
include an early September
starting date, a split winter
quarter and an early spring
closing date
"I know there are
objections lo that calendar."
Sherman said "But I think
we should deviate from the
norm and give it a try."

Student Health Center
SBO recommended that
the University "look for a
gynecologist for the next
academic school year and
that the gynecologist shall
distribute contraceptives if
he sees fit."
Jeff Sherman. SBO
president, said the steering
committee gave the
statement
unanimous
support.
THE BIRTH control
statement was only one issue
discussed yesterday by SBO
officers as they reviewed
their first quarter in office
and outlined projects for the
1972-73 academic year
Sherman said two of the

Coupon collection
to feed children
For the third consecutive
quarter, extra food coupons
are being collected for the
Feed the Children program
The coupons are used to
buy food for the Toledo and
Wood County Opportunity
Center, which distributes
staple foods to needy
persons
Leftover meal tickets may
be sent to Feed the Children.
Box9. University I'.ill

students fall quarter and
$900 winter quarter
The coupons were used to
purchase flour, sugar,
potatoes and other basic
foods from campus
cafeterias
Morgan, a coordinator of
the drive, said earlier this
year that if everyone gave a
dollar's worth of coupons to
the drive, nearly $10,000
could be raised

SHERMAN said SBO will
also work to gain approval of
the proposed charter, which
calls for a University
assembly representing
students, faculty and
administrators
However, he said he
expects strong opposition
from the faculty, which he
claims is nervous about the
accountability of student
representatives and the
provision
to include
administrators as part of the
assembly
Pete Kotsatos. student
representatives to the Board
of Trustees, is heading an
SBO committee to study and
possibly recommend
changes to the charter.
Kotsatos said earlier in
the quarter he wrote to

various
student
organizations on campus,
asking them lo respond to
articles in the new charter
No responses have been
received as yet, he said
According to the SBO
officers, students apparently
don't understand the
importance of the charter
"MANY STUDENTS don't
realize that if this is passed,
it will be the governing
document
of
the
University." Kotsatos said.
Bill
Arnold.
SBO
coordinator for academic
affairs, labeled the charter a
"beautiful document "
Even if the charter isn't
approved. Sherman said he
intends to work on a
proposal to hire a University
ombudsman to handle
complaints from both
faculty and students.
ARNOLD SAID his most
important project next fall
will be an attempt to modify
the foreign language
requirements.
He said he has submitted
three recommendations to a
romance
languages

Drive a Datsun...
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Datsun1200
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Hours
11 to 5
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the

tall quarter
He is also hoping to
arrange a series of nightclub

academic

type programs in the Grand
Ballroom beginning in late
October and continuing
throughout the year on a
once a month basis
In addition, he said he
wants lo continue efforts to
bring political speakers lo
campus Cultural Boost is
already working with the
Young Republicans to
schedule Arizona Sen Barry
Goldwater. and it is hoping
to arrange for some
Democratic speakers as
well
DENNIS
PETINE.
coordinator
for
communications, win handle
the job of improving

communications between
SBO and the student body.
He said he plans to
continue writing a regular
column for The BG News in
addition to publishing a news
sheet to cover periods when
the column isn't available.
During
freshman
orientation he will publish an
information sheet explaining
the responsibilities and
duties of each SBO office.
He said he also plans to
continue the SBO Problem
Solver service and the Hot
Sheet, both designed to
assist students with
individual complaints and
questions

UA0 CAMPUS FLICKS
ROD STEIGER IN

The Sergeant

CHRIS MCCRACKEN.
coordinator tor cultural
affairs, said all ot next
year's programs will depend
on the amount ol IIHIIKS

6:30 & 9.00. FRI. & SAT.
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students pledge to the
Cultural Boost program
According
to
the
registrar's office, with 80
per cent of the registration
packets for next year's
sophomores, juniors and
seniors computed, only 800
or so students have pledged
funds
At $:t per student, that
means Cultural Boost only
has about $2,400 for next
year
It sufficient funds are
raised. McCracken said he
would like to arrange at
least one major concert for

advising system to replace
the "50 dozen or so laculty
members" who advise
students as an extra activity
with "10 or 15 people who
really want lo advise
students

Buy 2
Get 1 Free

Seniors...

ACCORDING lo Jacques
Morgan, senior lA&Si.IZOut)
in unused food coupons were
collected from University

committee 'hat has already
drawn up a proposal to
change the requirements
His suggestions were to
make the modifications
retroactive so all students
here could benefit from
them, make the provisions
for foreign culture courses
more flexible so they allow
students to enroll in two or
three language areas rather
than just one: and reduce the
number of required hours
No action will be taken on
the comi.iittce's proposal
until a College of Arts and
Sciences report on l.inguaRo
requirements is released
hopefully during the
summer. Arnold said
He is also working to
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At 7:15 it's out ol the hou»e to meet with the mayor for an early morning breakfatt
engagement. Then it'» to the office where a day'* work awaits the president. Dr. Moore usually
arrives at the Administration Bldg between 8 and 9 a.m. Below, the president attends a taping
session with Bill Monks, junior (A&S), to film a documentary on student housing. The session
was held in the Administration Bldg. snack bar.

A day with President Moore
Whal does ihe president ol Ihis University do all
day long'.'
Sils hark and wall hes Ihe campus function
smoothly with just an occasional nudge from him
In move il hark lulu lini'. right?
Wrong1
\i . is a in . University President Hollls A
Moore Ji ma) i«" Found leaving his home on
I'lllucst Avenue and driving In a downtown
restaurant where he meets Ihe mayor ol Bowling
Green Charles Bartlett, for breakfast
hi Moore and two members of Ins stall meel
with ihe mayor on a regular basis about once a
month- I" discuss issues thai concern both Ihe
Univei sit) and the lown
After breakfasting with Ihe mayor, Dr Moore
drives In campus where he meets with his
personal stall m his office on the loth iioor ol the
Administration Hide.
late would he verj difficult without my staff."
Dr Moore said after a sliorl briefing on Ihe day's
scheduled activities
Pis stall includes Richard Edwards, executive
assistant lo Ihe president; Pal Gangwer,
adiiumslr.ilno assistant lo Ihe president, and

Diane Asmus, Dr Moore's private secretary
USUALLY President Moore receives his mail at
about !• a ill . hul Tuesday morning he had a
cabinet meeting lo attend Instead Cabinet
meetings are held once a week, or more often if
business warrants II
At 10:45 Ihe prestdenl has his first private
appointmenl ol ihe day, this one with two
gentlemen Interested in discussing long range
plans tin universities

At 11:20 he is scheduled for a television
interview
Five minutes beforehand ihe
Interviewer arrives at his office lo hnel him
before they go on the an
The Interview is scheduled lo be held outside,
but because it is raining Ihe television equipment
is sel up in the snack bar on the Sixth floor of the
Administration Bldg
Two girls sitting at a nearby table With cukes
and potato chips (it's almosl nonm seem
impressed with Ihe television equipment and even
more impressed when the president walks in
"See,'' one of them says lo ihe oilier. I told you
if we sat here long enough something exciting
would happen."
In this informal atmosphere Dr Moore sils
over an empty cup anil discusses student housing
with the interviewer, who is filming part ol a
documentary.
Next on Ihe day's agenda is lunch With IWO
members ol the University personnel staff, which
again allows Dr Moore to have a meal and t\uv\
on a business meeting at the same time
"1 don't often get to eat at home, he said
Occasionally lie will eat lunch in Ihe office while
doing some paperwork, but more often than thai
he is al a meeting held over lunch in a restaurant
Dinners are either social functions which he
must attend or more business meetings
Breakfast is the only meal Dr Mom c -aid he eals
with any regularity at home
Following lunch, the Texas-born administrator
takes time for the little things he must do during
Ihe day that can't be put into a schedule These
include sueh activities as reading Ihe mail,
making phone calls and dictating niemos and
loiters

From left, Ms. Moore; James ladd, director of development; vke
president for public service James Hof; Ms. Hof; and Dr. Moore
discuss plans for a social gathering for members of the President's
Club. The informal gathering was held in the basement of the
^oore home.

Newsphotos by Marcia J. Lanzer
Stories by Patty Bailey

AT 2 P.M. Dr Moore presides at a residence
hall policy meeting in preparation for a Board of
Trustees meeting
I'e is in complete control of the meeting, not
on!) offering ideas and suggestions, but listening

to what others have to say.
IV lorces those attending the meeting to roleplav and look at the other side of the issue under
discussion And. if any tension arises, he is usually
Ihe one lo dispel it
At :i :t0 p in Ihe University president makes
nine to attend a Faculty Senate meeting where he
is recognized by the chairman on arrival and gives
a final, brief report lor Ihe year.
Usually Dr Moore stays for the entire meeting,
bin because of conflicting appointments, he leaves
early In gel lo another meeting scheduled lor 4
p m
The meeting is held with a newly appointed
Student Advisory Committee consisting of 12
Students representing different
campus
organisations.
The) are meeting to give Dr Moore an idea of
Ihe student viewpoint on certain issues
Sometimes the president brings up an issue.
sometimes a student does.
"ONE OK MY major concerns is that too many
students think no one cares lor them as a person
at this University," Dr Moore said. "It's my
great concern that a school this size doesn't
become very impersonal We can't become a
factory "
Dr Moore said he realizes that a lot of students
"feel swallowed up in the organization, in red
tape

We have to have a lot of rules and regulations
which get passed down and down and down, and
when they get to the student they seem inflexible
and many times unjustified," he said
The meeting with his new committee is
scheduled to last until 5 p.m., but goes on until
5:30 When the students finally leave, the normal
working day has been over for 30 minutes
Dr Moore goes back to his office to finish up
some work at his desk and eventually leaves just
in time to be at a meeting scheduled for 6 p m at
his home
EVENING brings with it a 7:30 p.m. dinner
engagement
Before he and his wife leave for their dinner
appointment, Dr Moore discusses some aspects
of the University today
". It should give people a chance to grow and
develop." he said One ol the biggest problems he
said he thinks the University as a whole faces
refers to a problem he discussed earlier
"The trouble is that there are so many aspects
of the University today People expect a degree
from Bowling Green lo mean such different
things, and it's pretty hard for it to be
everything." he said.
President Moore returned to the topic of
individuality for the student
1 think we have many fine professors here on
campus, and 1 hope the students get a chance lo
meet them, not just as faculty but as people," he
said
I'm hoping that next year I can guarantee
every freshman that he can be in at least one class
that doesn't have more than 25 people in it," he
said
A president's work is never done

Th. M N.w.. FtWoy, June 1,im/Pago IM

Details and more details,
part of day's activities
The tenth floor of the Administration
Bldg is full of busy people hassling
with the barrage of details that keep
the University running smoothly.
Most of the people work to facilitate
the labor of one other personUniversity President Pollis A Moore
Jr.
"All mail of a non-confidential, nonpersonal level goes through my office
first." said Richard Edwards,
executive assistant to the president 1'e
explained that even before this mail
reaches him. a secretary has opened
and sorted it
By the time President Moore
receives his general mail, two or
possibly three other persons have
already seen it.
About 10 to 15 pieces of on-campus
mail are delivered to the president's
office per day. with just about the same
amount of off-campus mail, according
to Edwards Pe said the office also
receives a lot of reading material, such
as magazines
Much of the mail is referred to other

administrators in other departments,
Edwards said
EDWARDS described his
job
somewhat whimsically "You cover all
the fields, all the bases and hope you
don't drop the ball in the process." he
said
President Moore is more explicit in
describing what his executive
assistant's duties are "Edwards keeps
the day moving for me." he said
"I'm involved with just about
everything he is involved with."
Edwards said
I do an awful lot of
coordinating, do trouble shooting and
backslopping

"Hi said he wants cokes served at
the4p m meeting "
"Nothing at the 2 p.m.?"
"Well, maybe we'd better see."
Eventually the secretaries decided to
serve cokes at both meetings. But no
one drank anything at the 2 p.m.
meeting, so the secretaries then had to
face the "what are we going to do with
10 glasses of diluted, warm coke?"
dilemma
They worked so efficiently that the
answer to that question never became
apparent However 10 fresh glasses
appeared at the 4 p.m meeting and
were empty by the end of it

DR. MOORE has three secretaries
working for him--his own private
secretary and two others that do
general work for all the administrators
in that particular suite of offices
The secretaries act as problem
solvers and handle many little conflicts
that l>r Moore never knows about For
instance, there was the "to serve coke
or not to serve coke" dilemma facing
the secretaries last Tuesday

A LOT OF interoffice activity goes on
in the Administration Bldg Secretaries
are constantly running in and out of the
president's office on the 10th floor.
Sometimes they catch each other's
mistakes
"Did you notice that they put his
wrong middle initial on that piece of
paper'' Is there any way you can have it
changed0 It.savs Ifollis P. instead of
Pollis A."

Pr.iid.nl Moor* m..t. with
rn.mb.ri of his cabin.I during
morning
mi ion i
to
diicon
buim.ii and oth.r probl.rm that
eomo with directing a University.
From dawn until dusk, h. is k.pt'
busy
juggling
mooting*,'
conf.r.nc.i
and
paperwork
within a busy day.

Peg. i/Th. M News. Mdoy. !««• ». IW1

Freshman survey discloses dorm gripes
By Leainn McGookey
■>d Paul Jrrman
Because
of
the
University's decision to
crack down on students who
violate housing regulations,
freshman and sophomores
will be required to live on
campus next fall
But not all of them will
like it
Reasons for their opposition range from forced pur ■
chase of food coupons to
small rooms to poor quality
television
in dormitory
lounges
A SURVEY on dormitory
facilities was recently distributed to MO freshman
dormitory residents
One
hundred sixty-one studenls
responded

The questionnaire listed 51
complaints which may be
voiced by an on-campus resident The complaints were
classified into general categories,
including
food
service, dormitory rooms
lounges, maid service and
open house policies
Respondents were then
asked to indicate complaints
that applied to them.
Only 31 per cent of the
freshmen surveyed said they
would have lived off campus
next year if University
policy had permitted it
I'owever. 62 per cent considered the University policy
requiring sophomores lo live
on campus "unreasonable.''
while slightly fewer respondents said no student should
be forced to live on campus

THE LARGEST response

178 per cent I was in opposition to mandatory purchase
of food coupons However,
other food service-related
criticisms were seldom
checked.
About half the respondents
considered individual food
items too expensive, while 25
per coil indicated food "just
tastes bad'' at lunch or
dinner or the variety of
items offered is not great
enough
Less than a quarter of the
respondents found scheduled
mealtimes
Inconvenient
Complaints In this area were
evenly divided between
weekdaj
anil
weekend
scheduling problems
Almost three-fourths of
ihf respondents complained
that IIHKI IS often cold by the
time il is served

Complaints about rooms
were seldom checked-such
possible criticisms as "too
warm." "too cold." "closets
too small." "not enough
drawer or desk space" and
"room telephone too often
out of order" each received
less than a 20 per cent
response
MAJOR complaints about
rooms concerned poor
ventilation (52 per cent I and
too little space (40 per cent I.
Most students found
lounge areas large enough

Cheerleader
tryouts
Cheerleading tryouts for
men will be held Sunday.
June 4. at 5:30 p.m. in
Memorial Pall
All interested persons are
welcome to attend Those
trying out should have some
basic skills in chanting and
cheerleading formations

and clean enough, but about
half said television sets in
lounges often don't work,
while 63 per cent said the
sets give poor quality
pictures.
Sixty-three per cent also
indicated
that
the
dormitories should have
open lounges every night.
Ninety-nine of the
respondents said open house
should be on a 24-hour basis,
while only five respondents
said the number of open
hours should be reduced
(Open house now averages
about 12 hours a day. I
Recreation areas are too
small, according to 40 per
cent of the respondents This
problem seems to be
especially serious in
McDonald Quadrangle
THIRTY-NINE per cent
said not enough athletic and
game equipment is available
for residents, while about
one-third said the equipment
that is available is worn out
or broken
Although less than a fourth

found fault with vending
machine selections, quality
and
service,
other
complaints in the "general"
category
received
large
responses.
Fifty-seven per cent
indicated room floors should

Nearly 2,100 degrees,
including two honorary
degrees, will be presented
during
University
commencement
exercises
Saturday, June 10
The
annual
spring
graduation will be held at 10
a.m. at Doyt L. Perry Field
University President l!ollis
A Moore Jr will preside
The graduating class, the
largest in University
history,
includes 209
students
will
receive
masters degrees and II
candidates for doctoral
degrees
Five candidates
will
receive specialist
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GRADUATING SENIOR SPECIAL - A FREE
CAKE WITH RESERVATIONS FOR SAT., JUNE 10
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS 353-7675

This is'

FIRST TIME EVER AT THIS PRICE!
LADIES'

Soi^ettyr^g Qiffeper-i
945 South Main Street
Bowling Green.Ohio

PREPARE TO MEET GOD

DRESSES

ETERNITY - WHERE SHALL I SPEND IT?

FANTASTIC SPECIAL PURCHASE!

TRVm
You'll

JJKE IT!
HOT PANTS
SETS
NEW LONG
TUNIC TOPS
MATCHING SHORTS
MACHINE WASHABLE

EG. 10.00 Value!

DON T MISS THIS EVENT! YOUR DOLLAR BUYS MORE AT

The Kingdom ol Heaven is likened unlo a man which lowed gi«Ml seed in his held but while
men slept, his enemy came and sowed tares among the wheat, and went his way But when the
hlade was sprung up. and brough forth fruit, then appeared the tares also
So the servants ol the householder came and said unto him. Sir didst nol thou sow good seed
in thy field** From whence then hath it lares'' He said unto them, an enemy hath done this The
servants said unto him. wilt thou then that we go and gather them up** But he said. nay. lest
ulule ft gather up the lares, ye root up also the wheat with them Let both grow together until
the harvest, and in the time of harvest 1 will say lo the KKAI'KRS. gather ye together FIRST
(he lares, and BIND TIIKM IN BUNDLES lo burn them, but gather the wheat into my barn
i Matt 13 24-301
What you see today is the fulfillment ol the beginning of the end ot the parable of our Lord.
All these modern day. man made sell styled, golden mouthed evangelists and all their smooth,
last talking associates, who are partial in the dispel and expose nol this religious-sick generation lor what it is. are nothing but an assembly ol hirelings, blind Ruules lalse prophets, hypocrites, sell righteous harvest reapers, who are C0mpusja| sea ami land to make one convert
,u«l multiplying to themselves lares by the scores They preach a salvation and a gospel and a
spirit and a Jesus the Apostles and I'rophets knew nothing about They speak of a peace that is
sickening and a love that is nauseating
If they had the THl'F. LOVE, they would give did honor glorily Christ keep all His words,
and do all His Commandments They would make all men see the rotten sin and hypocrisy thev
are full of. the blessed and precious righteousness they are empty of. and the wrath and judgment of Cod they are worthy of
But now these unregenerate zealots, then silk longued vipers, are neither hard on sin nor
give the Lord the glory that is due unto his name
They preach nol the repentance that is acceptable, nor the faith that works by love They despise the truth of the free grace of God and exalt the lie ol the free will of man (Its man on the
throne and God on his knees i
Are they reviled and reproached and persecuted and separated and cast out and hated of all
men lor his names sake- Nay. but they sit in high places and are praised of the people They
walk in pride, love salutations, and to be called of men. Heverend this and I>octor that
But this is that which is spoken of by our Lord saying - 'Woe unto you that are rich' For ye
have received your consolation Woe unto you that are full' For ye shall hunger Woe unto you
that laugh NOW' For ye shall mourn and weep Woe unto you when all men speak well of you!
For so did Their fathers to the false prophets " t Luke 6 24-261
And Again
"But what went ye out for to see" A man clothed in soft raiment" Behold they that wear softclothing are in kings houses'' (Matt. II 81 (or should 1 say White Himsesl
Maranatha
And let all the Sons of Truth, that love the Lord Jesus Christ with burning
hearts, say so

The battle for the faith has entered the field of KVANC.KL1SM The problem Christians are
laced with is "Shall we give ourselves to KVANC.KLIZATION with leaders who JOIN HANDS
WITH LIBERAL. MODERNISTIC CHl'RCH LEADERS, and in order to be "ethical'
Shall
we send converts back to CHURCHES THAT ARE THEMSELVES Synagogues of Satan?"
On the other hand. "Shall we Do the work of an evangelist", as set forth in 2 Timothy 4:1-7?"
WUI our ministry be one of REPROOF. REBUKE. CORRECTION" If we do follow the Lord,
then will we be unloving, or does the Lord teach that "as many as He loves He rebukes and
chastens*"
THE FIELD IS BEFORE US, and as we see it, God expects us to PREACH THE WORD. THE
WHOLE COUNSEL OF GOD. lo expect TRIBULATION. and to be prepared to endure it
The reason for this becomes obvious as "the time has come when MEN WILL NOT ENDURE
SOUND DOCTRINE FAITHFUL. FEARLESS PREACHING, without doubt will lead to many
situations which call for patient, loving, tender - yet "UNMOVEABLE, ALWAYS ABOUNDING" EVANGELISM We covet your prayers as we labor in SOUL WINNING FOR HIM.
THE WAY OF THE CROSS LEADS HOME, and as we follow Him. we will be blessed with
SOULS FOR OUR HIRE May God keep each one of His own in the place of faithfulness I Cor
ISM

"Prepare to meet God"...
AMOS 4:12
thank you,

?m*&**$^&®e&&^m^®izmg&^&

degrees and I. 842 bachelors
degrees will be awarded
l.'onorary degrees will also
be
presented
to
commencement speaker
George
W
Romney.
secretary of the Department
of Housing and Urban
Development il.'UDi and to
Dr. Glenn I'.
Brown,
director of the Liquid
Crystal Institute at Kent
State University
With the large number of
degree candidates and an
expected audience of nearly
10,000
tickets
will be

required for admission to the
east side of the Stadium No
tickets will be needed
however, for the west
stands
Tickets can be picked up
from 10 a m -4 p.m.
Wednesday through Friday.
June 7-9 at the Student
Services Bldg Tickets will
also be available at the
Union Saturday, prior to the
ceremony
In case of rain graduation
will be held at 2 p m in
Anderson Arena

Rodgers fire damages
City Fire Chief Toward
Rutter yesterday said the
May 27 fire which gutted 222
Rodgers Quadrangle caused
an estimated $2,000 in
damages
Chief Rutter said it is a
conservative estimate, and
does not include the cost ol

repainting

the

room

and

hallway
The contents of the room
were a total loss due to
smoke damage.'' he added
Sgt Glenn Cook of Campus
Safety said the fire probably
started due to a short in a
lamp extension cord

CONGRATULATIONS

GREG O'CONIMER
PHI MAN
1972

Big N Cafeteria
All You Can Eat.
PERCH
DINNERS
Deep Fried Fillet

HE THAT HATH EARS TO HEAR.
LET HIM HEAR

SOUND EVANGKLISM Vs. ECUMKN1CAL EVANGELISM!

• BUILT IN
BRAS
> DOUBLE KNIT
STRETCH
FABRICS
• ONE-TWOTHREE PIECE
STYLES
• POPULAR
CAGE STYLES

About two-thirds said
more washing machines and
dryers should be installed

Every Friday

100% POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNIT
OOUItt KNIT MIANS * FABRIC
WITH JUST INOUGH 'GIVC AT THE
RIGHT TIME AND PUCE, COMBINED
WITH STY1E IN THE LATEST
•FASHION SIGHT1' TASTE. SIZES 10 TO I

indicated that more carls
should be provided for
moving belongings into and
out of the dormitories.

Commencement June 10

•HAVE ASIEAJCJN YOUR FUTURE"
NEW YORK STRIP STEAK
Ovn I'; lb ol chon null
ulad b» IwMiagt potato

be scrubbed while students
are on quarter breaks
About three-fourths said
there are not enough pay
telephones, and more than
half said available phones
are too often out of order
Half of the respondents

John Beach

335 Derby Ave.
Bowling Green. Ohio

Tartar Sauce
French Fried Potatoes
Crisp Cole Slaw
Fresh Roll & Butter

°"lY $1.00
Served from 4:00p.m. to 8:00p.m.

1080S Main Open 10 10 Dairy Sunday 11-6

Bargain Hunting?
Come out to Greenview Apartments and
lease a 1 or 2 bedroom apartment on a 3
quarter lease at

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS!
1 bedroom-furnished
9 mo.-$168 mo.

2 bedrooms-furnished
9mo.-$196/mo.
(2 man)
9 mo $206 mo.
(3 man)
9 mo. $206 mo

(4 man)

Get your Greenview T-Shirts while
they last

GREENVIEW
APARTMENTS
Special

214
Napoleon

Summer
Rales now

Road

in eWecf.

12 to 8 daily

Call 352-1195
Love Thy Nelfkber

Ih.WN.wi, FrMay, iun*7.M2/rmr.9

Student guidebook
information sought
Because of problems faced
by new students trying to
acquaint themselves with
Bowling
Green,
the
Anarcho-Media
Collective
plans to publish "The New
Students' Guide" as a source
of information, according to
a news release from the
organization
The release said the
University "has been a place
where new students have
had to build a new life away
from home Upon arrival at
this school, the newcomer is
confronted
with
an
orientation program which
portrays the
Expanding
I 'onions of 1956
"These programs have
seen little or no change in
direction since they were
initiated After completing
the programs, many new

Defense loans
ready June 16
National Defense Student
Loan checks for summer
quarter will be available
June 16 in the Financial Aid
Office. 305 Student Services
Bldg

students have found it still
takes a year or two to learn
about the real life in Bowling
Green "
The group is compiling
personal and group
information
about
the
campus and the community
"Areas in which we still
need
information
are
individual experiences in
living that will aid a new
student, student unions of
the various academic
departments and the
services
they offer,
and graduate student
information to update their
student guide .
A list of those services as
alternatives such as artists,
craftsmen.
production
collectives, musicians or
small job workers who wish
an outlet for their skills. and
those
groups
and
information on organizations
which offer alternative
services to students." arc
also needed
Information is accepted by
writing to the AnarchoMedia Collective. Box 9.
University Mall or by
phoning 353 8265 before II
am or after 5 p m

IWINTHR0P TERRACE)
North & South

1,320 registered here

Student voters surveyed

This abandoned heap hat »ur«ly seen its last
days- and artistic ones, to say th« least. Even
though it's probably being substituted with a
newei and shinier model, the personal
touches put into this love bug may never be
replaced.

A survey of University
students chosen at random
by computer, estimates that
1.320 students are registered
to vote in Bowling Green,
representing nearly 19 per
cent of all people registered
in the city
The survey was mailed to
1.000 University students
About 400 responded,
according to Greg Jackson,
director of the Office of
Voter Facilitation and
coordinator ol the study

their home towns
Thirty-seven per cent of
those surveyed did vote in
November
More than half of those
who responded to the survey
indicated that most of their
voter information was
provided by The BG News
The Office
of Voter
Facilitation accounted for
25.3 of their information
Much of the information

FALCON PIZZA
SH0PPE

FINAL

C1.EARANCE
SALE

OPEN TILL 4:00 A.M.
FROM FRI., 6/2 — Tues., 6/6
HOT DELIVERY OF BIG FAT SUBS
AND SCRUMPTIOUS PIZZA'S
ALL NIGHT LONG
TAKE A CRAM BREAK AT

20% to 50%

Apartments Assigned on a
first come first served
basis

MANY BIG FAT DEALS

OFFICE

THE FALCON
FREE PEPSI OR COFFEE
AT THE FALCON FROM 2:00 AM.
UNTIL 4:00 AM. DURING FINALS WEEK

THE DEN FALCON PIZZA SH0PPE
RECORD SALE

Winthrop South - 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
Open 9-5

Phone 352-9135

Classical

Rock

Fri., June 2nd 'Til Fri., June 9th

e*s

^

Entire Regular Stock Reduced

v **

C»

half said they thought being
part of the University
community made them
more knowledgeable voters
Dr
Richard Giardina
assistant
professor
of
political science; Dr.
Marvin Kumler. associate
professor of psychology; and
Dr.
Michael
Ferrari,
coordinator of planning and
budgeting, served as
consultants to the survey.

BY REGISTERING to
vote. 73 6 said they feel an
increased responsibility to
keep well informed on
current events More than

THE SURVEY concluded
that US.2 per cent of all
University students are
registered either here or in

—ALL SPRING AND SUMMER
MERCHANDISE MARKED DOWN

NOW TAKING DEPOSITS
for Fall Quarter and
Summer School

printed in The News was
supplied by the voter office
About three-fourths of the
respondents
thought
the
"voter bus" was an effective
way to increase student
registration
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Homosexual roles no problem
"The Boys in the Band,''

It's Ihe kind of part that

said Jerry Jones, freshman

or not

opened last nighl and closes

can be an actor's dream or

1A&S1. who plays Michael,

play. I've asked myself thai

tonight

an

host

question, but after doing the

By Pally Bailey

Entertainment Editor

In preparation

2. What happens to a guy who

its short

MS suddenly asked

have taken on

to

start

run.

for

the task of

role through which an actor
can prove his talent
it's also

role

I.O.'s REQUIRED SI 00

lhat

disastrous
should
SUNDAV

11 I

challenging and the type of

But
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE

nightmare

actors

eight

learning to be "Ray "

-•cling like a homosexual'

actor's
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audience
the
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image
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with
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I'owever. the three actors
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Donald
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stereotyped." he said.
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and

how
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and

friend and

to

portray
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sort of justified It-it was a

queen ' this task has fallen

comforting

Greg

Shymske.

freshman

10 James Bianchi, graduate

emotionally

student and veteran of many

people."

University productions
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Buckeye House
649 Sixth St.

Birchwood Place
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How many ol your childien would need day caie beginning Septembei I9721

b

In Septembei

a

II Ihe university could provide day caie thai met with YOUR needs and desires would you make use ol it'

b

Would you make use of it on a regular basis7

c

Would you wish the facilities could meel irtegulai needs'

a
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION. Please return to: Univet-ity Day Care Committee.
Office of the Graduate School. Bowling Green State University. Bowling Green. Ohio.
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Note: This form is a SURVEY, not an application for day care.

Would you be willing to contribute youi lime'
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The University Day Care Committee of Bowling Green State University is
making a survey of the student community to determine how many students
would place their children in a local day care center if one were made available. If you need day care for your children now, or if you would need day
care beginning in September, 1972, please complete the following form and
mail to the University Day Care Committee, The Graduate School, Bowling
Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403.
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onstage."
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1 Got to.
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shrimp.
15 Get.
16 Purpose of catting tbe budget.
17 ThriU with
horror.
18 Look ahead.
19 Name of fame
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20 Find fault.
22 Fix faalts.
23 Counter game.
25 Sash for Madama
Butterfly.
27 Up and about.
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36 Makes a profit.
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garment.
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A theater colled Joe E. Brown
By Patty Bailey

Eatertatameat Editor
Joe E. Brown has put his
name on the University
literally and figuratively
speaking.
If you happen to have
glanced up while walking
through the first floor of
University Kail you might
have noticed the name
inscribed in brown on the
yellow tiles Stop and take a
better look at it next time
you go past, it really is Joe
E. Brown's autograph
Or at least a replica of it
Brown didn't paint it there
himself but he did send an
autograph that was copied
by the company that laid the
tiles
THE NAMING of the
theater for Brown is an
interesting story It started
in the 1950s when the
University decided that the
old Gate Theater, so named
because it was located near
the power plant where the
front gate of the University
used to stand, had to be
replaced
The area underneath the
main auditorium was at that
time being used as a
recreation hall
University
officials
decided to construct a
speech laboratory in the
recreation hall area to
replace the old modified.
arm\ surplus theater
John Hepler. associate
professor of speech and
technical
director of
University theater product
ions.
said a study was
made regarding how the new
facility should be named
Prior to this time Joe E
Brown had been given an

honorary doctorate from
this University.
"When he received the
honorary doctorate it was
one of the biggest events of
his life, according to him. It
made a great impression on
him." Hepler said
"Ke was an outstanding
actor, vaudevillian and had
worked in just about every
type of theater at that
time." Kepler said
The actor was born in 1891
in Kolgate. Ohio, where he
lived for six years His
family lived for awhile in
North Baltimore. Ohio, then
moved to Toledo
Ke had very little formal
schooling and at the age of
nine he started his career in
show business as part of an
acrobatic act. In the late 20's
he began his stage and movie
career and became very
well-known in the 30's and
40s
THE UNIVERSITY was
celebrating an anniversary
in 1959 and the speech
department was shopping
around for a guest star to
participate in a University
production, according to
Frank I, Miesle, professor
and chairman of the speech
department
He wrote to Brown and
asked him if he would come
to the University and star in
a play with students acting
the other roles.
Brown accepted the offer
and that was the beginning
of how the University
acquired the portrait of Joe
E. Brown and his friend
Harvey which is displayed in
the foyer of the Joe E
Brown Theatre today
Brown had given between
15.000
and
16.000

performances of the play
"Harvey" when he
announced in Bowling Green
that he was plannii.; to give
his last performance of th.u
part here, as guest star in a
University Droduction.
Brown donated to the
school the portrait which he
had used so long as a prop in
the plav, according to
Miesle
"He used a number of
different portraits during
the 15,000 productions of the
play but this one was his
favorite." Miesle said "He
had it for a great many
years This one was painted
in Australia." he added
Miesle said although
Brown announced that he
was doing his last
performance at BGSU. he
did revive the part three or
four times in the next few
years and each time that he
did so the school packed the
portrait and sent it to him,
whereever he was doing the
play
IN OCTOBER. 1961. the
dedication of the Joe E
Brown Theatre took place
The University decided to
name the theater after the
actor because he had always
thought highly of the school
and he seemed an ideal
selection for the honor,
according to Hepler.
Brown was here for the
dedication, and although he
was in his 60s at the time, he
did a handstand as part of
the program
"He was a great gymnist
even at an advanced age,"
Hepler said Hewasalsoan
unbelievably fine person to
work with He was a
thoroughly disciplined actor
but completely human." he
said

HOLGATE. Joe E.
Brown's hometown, is about
a 45-minute drive from
Bowling Green It boasts a
sign reading "Joe E.
Brown's Holgate.'' on the
cornerstone of the fire
station; a stadium bearing a
plaque that reads "Joe E
Brown Stadium. Holgate,
Ohio. Dedicated to a Great
Sportsman. May 30. 1949";
and a street called Joe E
Brown Avenue
Claude E Archambeault
is fire chief of Holgate He
was formerly mayor of the
town, is a former post
master and was delivered by
the same doctor that
delivered Brown
"He's ten years older than
me but old Doc Archer
delivered us both,"
Archambeault said
Archambeault was in
correspondence with Brown
for a number of years but
received a final letter
written by a male secretarynurse in 1970
Brown has been an invalid
for a number of years,
possibly due to back injuries
The 81-year-old actor had his
back broken twice when he

was younger and apparently
surgery was unsuccessful.
Archambeault has a
favorite story about Brown
which happened during one
of his many return visits to
Holgate.
Brown had to make a
speech before a grade
school in the town and while
waiting to be introduced he
turned to Archambeault and
asked. "What II I talk to
these kids about-" They
don't know me."
Archambeault said Brown
walked onstage and "He
stood there in front of those
kids and they wouldn't stop
clapping and they clapped
and they clapped until Joe E.
had tears in his eyes." he
said
EVEN NOW Archambeault said the people of
Holgate haven't forgotten
Brown but they don't think
he will ever come home
again
"If he was able to move
he'd have been back to
Holgate.
I know,"
Archambeault said. "He'll
never come back unless a
miracle happens and I don't
expect that.
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Singing can be heard
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in the strangest places
By Patty Bailey
Entertainment Editor
Finding a place to
rehearse seems to bo the
biggest problem for students
participating in the Opera
Workshop productions to be
staged this weekend
Rehearsals take place in
the halls of the School of
Music Bldg . in the choral
rehearsal room, in the
offices of the director and
assistant director and in the
basement "i sii.it/el Hall
Anywhere, in fact, except
in the Recital Hall of the
Music Bldg . where the
performances are scheduled
for tonight and Sunday
evening
The group has been
permitted to practice in the
recital hall only once a
week, for five weeks,
because of the number of
persons requesting the hall
for other musical events,
according to Barbara
Lockard. assistant professor
of vocal instruction and
director of the workshop
LOCKARD said the Opera
Workshop is a special class
in music i listed under small
ensemble i that students are
permitted to take for as
many as three quarters or as
few as one quarter

Thev receive one credit
hour for the course, which
InvolVM exercises m voice
and pantomime in class and
practice for the Opera
Workshop productions
presented at the end of each
quarter.
Each of the 25 students
enrolled in this quarter's
Opera Workshop has a role
in one of the three one-act
productions, according to
Lockard
This is possible because
the productions employ a
double cast, meaning
students will sing their roles
for only one performance,
not both
Students are participating
in all areas of the
productions-acting, singing,
and staging. They are also
providing most of their own

Above, Joe E. Brown made frequent visits to hit hometown, Holgate,
Ohio, until he became an invalid. At top, Harvey and friend are captured
in a portrait given by Joe E. Brown to the University and now on display
in the theater's foyer. At right, the famous grin enhances the receiving
line at the dedication of the theater in his honor. Joe E. Brown returned to
the University in 1961 for the dedication.

costumes and properties
THERE IS A diversity of
appeal in the operai
according to Lockard, who
directed, A Tale lot •> Deal
Ear" and "The Medium."
Andreas Poulimenos.
assistant director ol the
workshop and instructor in
voice and music, staged and
is singing a role in Rita."
the third one act
"Tale for a Deal Ear" by
Mark Bucci, is a comment
on the boredom of empty
lives Rita," by Donizetti,
is a comedy on married life,
and Gian Carlo Menolti's
"The Medium" is a
melodrama of the occult.
Curtain time both
evenings is 8:15 p.m. The
performances are free and
open to the public

Attitude change causes split
Mustc is a mechanism of
change, according to
Inlksinger I'eter Yarrow,
and because of change his
former group, I'eter, Paul
and Mary broke up
' We just started going in
different directions of
interest. Yarrow said in a
telephone interview "We
had different things to say
onstage Before, we had
always said the same thing
but after a while, if we
performed together, we
would have gotten into a
debate onstage.'' he
explained
Yarrow said a person
listening to the three albums
released separately by the
performers since the group
splitup would bring an
understanding of just why
the group disbanded.
"I've gotten very
political . Paul
nvolved
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with Jesus Mary has gotten
very contemporary." he
said
Yarrow said he reached
the point where he couldn't
think of himself as an
entertainer when he realized
how closely his life was
connected to other people's
lives because of his music
"My songs are helping
kids reshape their thinking
on the war." he said.
Yarrow said he just
finished a special concert
tour in which tickets were
sold for S3 and $4 to persons
willing to pay for them Then
the remainder of the tickets
were sold to anyone to
smaller amounts of money.
Yarrow said he received
things such as poems and
pottery. He said he considers
the concert tour a success.
"I felt it wasn't right to
exclude people because they

places to go
people to see...
It's time to dig out the ankle socks
and saddle oxfords, put your hair up
in a pony tail and bop over to the
Women's Gym for an evening of old
fashioned entertainment.
The Center for the Study of
Popular Culture is sponsoring a
"Rock and Roll Sock Hop" tonight
from 8 to 11 in the North Gym.
Women's Bldg
The program will feature records,
slides and a film. Marlon Brando's
"The Wild One ."
The sock hop is free and open to
the public.
TONIGHT IS the grand closing of

The Crypt for this academic year.
Free food and drinks will be served
beginning at 8:45 p.m. and
entertainment will be provided.
The Crypt is located in the
basement of the UCF Center at
Ridge and Thurstin Streets.
TWENTY-FIVE paintings and
sculptures by three black artists will
be represented in the Ethnic Studies
Art Show Sunday June 4 from 3:30 to
6 p.m. in the Alumni Room. Union.
Featured in the show will be the
work of sculptor Edward Parker of
Cleveland's, Karamu Art Center;
painter Richard Rodgers, junior,

things to do...

lA&S), and Carl K. Greene of the
Philadelphia Art Museum.
B.B. KING will perform in
concert with his band at the Toledo
Sports Arena on Saturday, June 17 at
8 p.m.
B.B. King is said to be the best
known and most popular traditional
blues performer today.
Tickets are priced at $4. $5. and
$6. with all seats reserved.

*
WEAL'S "Great Atwater-Kent
Revival" will conclude the year
with an expanded three-hour show,
re-broadcasting the best old-time

radio shows aired during the series.
Sunday night at 8, host Jonny Katz
will replay "The Shadow's
Challenge," The Lone Ranger's 25th
Anniversary Program, a Jack
Benny program, an Amos n Andy
episode, and Agnes Moorehead's
classic suspense performance.
"Sorry. Wrong Number."
PUBLIC TELEVISION will
continue its live coverage of the
primaries with a special program on
the results of the pivotal California
primary election Tuesday, June 6.
The program will be seen
beginning at II p.m on WBGU-TV
via the Public Broadcasting Service.

didn't have the money to
pay," he said. "If I didn't
have to make money. I
wouldn't perform for money
ever again
"There is a great need for
people to regurgitate their
unhappiness
A very
personal kind of music
experience can have an
enormous regeneration
impulse to it." Yarrow said

Politically. Yarrow said
he often gets involved when
people call him up and ask
him to do a concert for
someone
"People know me. they
know I'm involved and knowpretty much what I'll do "
Yarrow said he has been in
hundreds of marches,
organized peace concerts

and participated in many
other activities.
"It's taken up a good deal
of my life and been very
rewarding," he said.
However, he added that his
concerts are not given as a
political platform.
Yarrow will be performing
in Anderson Arena
tomorrow night at 8 Tickets
are priced at (1.

KEEPING YOU INFORMED...
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Team effort, defense .* keys
to best diamond season ever
By JOE BlJfU HICK
AnhUH Sports Editor
What Bowling Green baseball coach Don Purvis took
over the coaching reins last
fall, not many people
believed his prediction that
the Falcons would be definite contenders for the Mid
American Conference baseball title when spring came
around
They should have
With nary a star standout
on the squad, the BG diamond crew (24-12-2) hustled
and scraped their way to a
first MAC baseball
championship ever, as well
as a new school record for
the most wins in a season.
"The season as a whole
was very successful and we
got the trophy that says so."
said Purvis "I think everyone believed that we were a
better team than they had
originally thought
"WE ACCOMPLISHED
more than we thought we
could because the players
believed in themselves." the
BG mentor said "Success
breeds success, and when we
started winning and believ-

ing in ourselves, we played
that much better "
Purvis attributed the
success of the Falcons this
season to the club's overall
team effort.

cons rallied from a 7-0
deficit. The ninth inning
rally against OU enabled the
Falcons to walk off with a 5-4
decision, BG's first win over
the Bobcats in II games

both games Saturday after
Iowa had jumped out to big
leads, but then fell short as
the Pawkeyes posted 4-2 and
7-5 wins

"This season was a team
effort in the true sense of the
word." Purvis explained
"This was a very well
balanced team without too
many stars and everyone
made solid contributions to
the team effort.

The two-run ninth inning
uprising against Toledo that
enabled BG to take a 2-1
decision gave the Falcons
the momentum to sweep the
crucial three-game series
over the Rockets that
clinched the MAC crown.
"We just had the confidence in ourselves and
played good ball." BG
centerfielder Tim Pettorini
said. "Coming from behind
to beat Western and beating
Ohio University were big
games for us.

Besides the overall team
effort, the Falcons did show
some individual bright spots.
Senior second-baseman Rod
Allen set a BG career mark
for walks (78) while Jim
Meerpohl's seven victories
set a new standard for wins
in a season.

The Falcons got a good
start on the season when
they returned from the
spring trip with a 4-3 mark,
the first winning mark
posted on a spring trip in
recent years
Among Hie victories was a
3-2 decision over defending
small college baseball
champ Florida Southern, as
well as a pair of wins over
Valdosta State.
DURING THE regular
season, the Falcons
established their reputation
as comers-from-behind as
they rallied to take key wins
over Western Michigan. Ohio
University and Toledo.
The 13-10 decision over
Western came alter the Fal-

"EVERYTHING MORE
or less revolved around our
defense." Pettorini said.
"We didn't give up that
many runs and we were usually in most of our games.
"Everybody really tried
hard everytime." Pettorini
continued "We never did
give up. even Saturday
against Iowa. "We had our
chances but we just fell one
or two pitches short ''
The Falcons did rally in

Crable inspires thinclads
By Jim Fertile
"He's a dynamite coach."
said pole vaulter Carl
Brazelton
"K'e's an inspiring coach,"
said track captain Ed
Watkins "Ha has the type of
charisma that makes you
want to work."
The coach they describe is
Bowling Green's assistant
track coach, Lloyd Crable

lloyd Ctablo

I'e is in charge of the field
events and does much of the
recruiting of promising high
school athletes
Crable came to Bowling
Green in 1970. replacing
Parry Tyson as assistant to
head coach Mel Brodt
"I COT A call from iDr >
Jim
Bond
(former
University vice president of
student affairs i and he asked
me if I would be interested
in coming to Bowling
Green," said Crable Butat
thai time I was too
committed at (Cuyahogai
Community College I had to
take care of those
commitments before I could
come to Bowling Green
This was in 1966 when
Crable was head coach at
Cuyahoga
Community
College in Cleveland I'e
went there after receiving
his masters degree in

physical education from the
University ol Arizona.
Before receiving his
degree. Crable worked for
the government, taught in
elementary school, served
overseas after World War II
and
finished
his
undergraduate work at
Baldwin-Wallace College
Before World War II,
Crable attended Ohio Stale
University and was on the
Big Ten championship team
of 1942 Crable also ran
exhibitions against Jesse
Owens, then a professional
and not eligible for college
competition
THE WAR interrupted his
studies. One of Crable's
memories concerns an
experience overseas
1 met General PattOD,"
said Crable I'e had been a
high jumper and said he had
followed my career."
After the war. Crable
coached a track team that
consisted ol soldiers on duty
in the various Kuropean
"theaters" or zones of
occupation
Crable was the coach of
the Mediteranean Tour
Operations Championship
team of 1945 The team
included runners I'arnson
Dillard. Olympic gold medal
winner. I'ugh Short and Lee
Farmer, both Big Ten
champions
FROM THIS coaching
experience and his own high

jumping, long jumping,
hurdling and sprinting in
college. Crable learned
much that he could apply to
his coaching
"I'e knows his stuff," said
Brazelton "I was having
trouble getting off the
ground (while pole
vaulting I. Coach Crable told
me to stretch out my stride
Just little things like that
have helped me."
"Be picks out the little
things that go unnoticed,"
said Watkins "Before, I was
thinking of only running I'e
got me to thinking more on
form and technique I'e's
pl.iv.il a great part in my
improvement."
The other athletes showed
how they feel about him by
giving him a shirt with
"MAC Field Coach of the
Year" written on it
"THERE ARE some
things that happen
throughout the year that
leave a coach speechless,"'
said Crable "After the
Florida Relays 1 was
presented a gift by one of our
young men I'm wearing a
"Florida Relays" watch
thanks to Rich Breeze."
"I'e t Crable) will do
practically anything for
you." said Watkins. 'He's
become a coach, counselor
and advisor to us.
"I'd like to see him as a
head coach somewhere." he
added "Pe's got so much to
offer "

MARK AMMONS, playing
his first full season as a Falcon, led the team in hitting
with a .336 mark. The junior
first baseman also topped
the fielding charts with an
impressive .992 average.
Allen was close behind in
the hitting department with
a .325 slate while Clapp
(.302) was the only otlier
player above .300.
The Falcon defense,
regarded by both Purvis and
Pettorini as one of the strong
points of the season, posted
one of the best fielding averages ever with a .957
standard.
Besides Meerpohl's seven
wins and a 3 03 earned run
average, the Falcons got
good pitching from Dan
Pebel. Mike Frilling and Ric
Richmond
K'ebel finished his freshman year with a 3-1 mark
and a 2 66 ERA Pis 29
strikeouts was third on the
staff behind Meerpohl's 43

and Jim Salem's 34.
Frilling posted a 4-0 mark
and a 1.84 ERA in limited
action while Richmond came
on strong after a slow start
to finish with a 4-2 record
and a 1.84 ERA.
WITH l»72 already just
history, Purvis is hoping to
increase the overall team
speed as well as strengthen
the pitching
"I'd like to see us steal
more bases next year."
Purvis said. "We were
running well towards the end
of the season. I'd also like to
increase our team speed
next year."
Purvis rated the pitching
this year as acceptable since
eight players pitched
considerably well. But the
BG mentor is hoping that
recruiting can produce a few
more front line starters
Purvis regards next year's
MAC race much tougher with
Central and Eastern Michigan beginning conference
action

"We'll be a contender, but
there is no guarantee of another title." Purvis said
"With Central Michigan and
Eastern Michigan in the conference, the MAC will be one
of the strongest conferences
in Ihe Midwest I sure can't
see any one team dominating
the league
"We're just hoping to have
the best team ever." Purvis
said
It's as simple as that

Ruggers split games
The Bowling Green rugby
team ended its successful
season last weekend by
splitting Us gumes with Ohio
University and Akron.
The B" team ruggers
dropped I 13 -3 decision lii
Ohio Saturday afternoon,
while the "A" squad routed
Akron, 52-3 Sunday
A scheduled battle With
Toledo was canceled
Saturday when the TU squad
failed lo show lor Ihe game
THE RUGGERS finished
their overall season with an
11-4-3 record while winning
the mythical Mid -American
Conference title with a 3-2-1
mark
Rich Gnswald paced the
"A" team season scoring
with seven tries while Mike
Terwood headed the "B"
team with five

In Saturday's "B" team
battle, BG threatened to
■Core several times but
could never penetrate Ihe
OU defense Mick Dryer
■cored the ruggers' only
points on a penalty kick
SUNDAY PROVED to be
a different story, however,
as Ihe "A" team set a new
scoring standard in the 52-3
drubbing ol Akron

Playing in hit first full soason of college ball, firstbaseman
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The OSU Relays were
another
disappointment.
Brodt called it "our flop
meet of the year," and said
afterwards that the team
had to begin a new season
THERE WERE several
other "lows" during that
year that pleased Brodtthose new BG records
Watkins set two marks as
his 5.2 in the 50-yard dash
and 10 2 in the 100 meters
established BG records His
6 1 in the 60-yard dash tied
another standard
Wottle and Dave Fegley.
BG's participants this
weekend in the NCAA Meet
in Eugene. Ore., also
shattered records this
season
Wottle broke the old
indoor mark in the 880 by
almost two seconds with a
115.8 mark. I.'e also
surpasses his own mile mark
with a 3 58.3 clocking at the
Martin Luther King Games
in Philadelphia
Fegley's 52.0 time set a
new
mark
in
the
intermediate hurdles.
Other individuals setting
new marks were Tom
Newbern,Tracy Elliott, Dean
Bard and Steve Danforlh
NEWBERN WENT 46 IP,
inches in the triple jump to
better the old standard by
two inches

PICK UP YOUR

Elliott set a new mark in
the 10.000 meters with a
30:04.2 timing. while
Danforlh broke Sid Sink's
six-mile mark by nearly six
seconds with a 28:381
clocking
Bard's 6.487 points in the
decathalon also set a new
Falcon standard
The indoor relay teams set
several marks, the most
remarkable being the 9 49.5
clocking
by
Craig
Macdonald, Ted Farver.
Wottle and Sink in the
distance medley relay at the
NCAA meet in Detroit.
It might seem hard to
improve on the most
successful season in BG
history, but the Falcons
seem to have a good chance
of doing just that next year
Returning will be
members of the team who
scored 106' i of Ihe 138 BG
points received in the MAC
championships at Toledo
Most notable of the
returnees will be Wottle.
Fegley. Farver. Macdonald
and Rick Schnittker.
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successful season. Ammons not only lead the Falcons in hitting
but was also the top fielder on the squad with a .992
percentage.

By BRADSCHMALTZ
Sports Writer
It was a year of highs and
lows for the Bowling Green
track team. but. in coach
Mel Brodt s words, it was
the most successful in
Bowling Green history.''
A lot of records fell and a
lot of meets were won
between the Falcons' first
indoor track meet in
January and last week's
Central
Collegiates
Championships
But the two highlights of
the year had to be the long
sought
Mid-American
Conference
championship
and the second place finish
in the NCAA indoor meet at
Cobo I '.ill in Detroit.
THERE WERE other high
marks during the long
season loo The spring trips
to the News-Peidmont
Relays and the Flondia
Relays produced some relay
champions and school
records
But. the Falcons suffered
through the bad as well as
the good Dave Wotlle had a
throat infection in the
middle of the outdoor season
which hindered the team,
especially in the Ohio State
Relays
Captain K.d Watkins also
missed the OSl' Relays
because of illness and was
hampered at other times by

-FEATURING —

Sundays 7:30-7 :M

Mo, <

MAC title tops track year

Griswald got BG rolling
off the bal with two quick
scons in the first five
seconds of the contest as the
"A" learn completely
dominated the contest.
Bill Morgan and Terwood
led the BG charge with 12
points each, while Tom
Nosse. Steve Kretz. Chip
Ely. Rick Hoover and Jim
Paynes also collected
scores

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Coarse Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Tues thru Sat.

fielder

IN CONCERT
/
Saturday Night - June 3rd - 8 P.M.
Anderson Arena
Tickets Available at

Tickets
Tickets $1.00

405 Student Services Building
Union Ticket Office
At Door
Sponsored by Culttual Boost & Student Activities

at 11:30
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